
Know Your CDI Data: CDI
Statistics and Trends Analysis

C D I  C A S E  S T U D Y  S U M M A R Y :

An effective analysis of data trends and statistics

surrounding a CDI program is essential in determining its

success rate and positive effect on the organization ’s

quality documentation and financial impact. As external

partners, we encounter scenarios where principal

diagnoses (PDX) tend to be too vague, or cases with

unspecific principal diagnoses. We find cases where data

shows a MS-DRGs based on symptoms trend, alongside

the need for more specific MS-DRG assignments. 

 

 

In  cases  like  these,  we  propose  that  reviewing  the  clinical

documentation  with  the  following  objectives  is  essential:
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Determine  if  there  can  be  a  more  specific  PDX

Identify  missed  CC/MCCs

Decide  if  a  physician  query  is  needed  to  generate

more  specific  clinical  diagnoses
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Overall, we believe that the right statistics and trends

assist in measuring the success of a CDI program and

identify opportunities to enhance it with a continuous

improvement approach. We 've found that a key way to

actively communicate a CDI program ’s effectiveness is to

prepare these statistics and trends in graphical format for

executive leadership. By visualizing this data, we make it

easier for the client to pinpoint areas where additional

attention is necessary.

 

Using this approach, YES facilitates in solving the problem

of organizations who often struggle with finding the right

data to accurately validate their CDI programs, in order to

determine the financial impact of the program according

to the healthcare facility ’s goals.

F IND INGS

Example 465 Bed Hospital: In Year 1, utilizing a compliant
query process, the query program generated $1,078,142.41 
in bottom line revenue. By implementing the data analytics
program in year 2, the same hospital collected an additional
$1,422,299.93, a 132% increase!

*INCREASE IN QUERY VOLUME DUE TO YES ASSISITNG CLIENT CDI PROGRAM &CODER EDUCATION
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F I N D I N G S  C O N T .

As shown in these examples, statistics and trend analysis can be
used to identify missed opportunities to enhance a CDI program,

prove the positive effect on your organization’s quality
documentation and measure financial impact.

 


